
 

Monday November 12th   

Lesson 12 Vocabulary   
1. adorn (uh DORN) V. to decorate, especially with ornaments  

2. chalice (CHAL is) N. a goblet  

3. chivalry (SHIV uhl ree) N. the special qualities of knighthood, such 

as valor, honesty, and courtesy  

4. clad (klad) ADJ. clothed; dressed  

5. clan (klan) N. a family group  

Ch. 7 Lesson 4: Indefinite-Pronoun Subjects  
Underline the verb in parentheses that agrees with it in number.  

1. Most of Saudi Arabia (consists, consist) of dry, barren land.  

2. Unlike the planets, few of the planetary satellites (has, have) an 

atmosphere.  

 

Tuesday November 13th  

Lesson 12 Vocabulary   
6. dictum (DIK tuhm) N. a formal, authoritative pronouncement  

7. domain (doh MAYN) N. territory controlled or dominated by 

someone or something  

8. ember (EM bur) N. a burning or live fragment from a fire; a live coal  

9. hilt (hilt) N. the handle of a sword or dagger  

10. homage (HAHM ij) N. reverential or great respect given or shown  

Ch. 7 Lesson 4: Indefinite-Pronoun Subjects  
Underline the verb in parentheses that agrees with it in number.  

3. No one (sees, see) the Austrian Alps without being impressed by their 

beauty.  

4. Some of the animal life we studied (lives, live) on land.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday November 14th  

Lesson 12 Vocabulary   
11. lore (lor) N. traditional knowledge or belief  

12. medieval (MEE DEE vuhl) ADJ. characteristic of the Middle Ages  

13. minstrel (MIN struhl) N. a musician of medieval times  

14. peril (PER uhl) N. risk or danger  

15. portent (POR TENT) N. a sign of things to come  

Ch. 7 Lesson 4: Indefinite-Pronoun Subjects  
Underline the verb in parentheses that agrees with it in number.  

5. (Does, Do) any of the crew members have experience sailing in 

tropical storms?  

6. Saved from developers, most of the marshland area (is, are) a wild 

preserve.  
 


